
ROOP ULTRASONIX LTD (RTUL) is a joint venture with a well known Ultrasonic Machine Manufacture.

RTUL is a leader in design, development, manufacturing and marketing of a wide range of Ultrasonic 

machine. It has the most modern manufacturing facilities at Gandhinagar in Gujarat and at Mumbai,

with well equipped application laboratory, tool room and machine shop, sophisticated testing and designing 

center and high-tech measuring instruments.

Ultrasonic energy has found extensive use in textiles and their downstream processing. Many of these uses

are based on the ability to use ultrasonic enery to induce heat and pressure by vibratory action. 

ROOP ULTRASONIX LIMITED offers online ultrasonic cutting and sealing systems for cut and seal 

application in one operation for textile, woven sacks/plastics. Apart from standard model we also offer

tailor made horns, sealing wheels, cutting wheels and fixtures as per customerʼs application and 

machine setup.

Typical Textile Application

Acrylic- Filters,awnings,blankets,garment etc

Nylon- Carpets, hook and loop material,seat belts etc.

Polyster-Conveyor belts,filters,garments,laminates etc.

Polyethylene-Laminates,resealable bags etc

Polypropylene- Bags,carpet backing, snack food

packaging,disposable garments etc.

PVC- Films,shrink packaging, tarpaulins etc.

Urethane-Rainwear, coated materials etc.

Applications in particular

On Loom
The ultrasonic cutter can be integrated on

circular looms for online continous sealing or cutting

and sealing of circular/tubular fabrics into flat fabric,

with uniform, clean and stable selvedge. This is

essential for Woven Sack,Geo Textiles,Tarpaulin,

Ground Covering.

Packaging
Ultrasound technology is applicable in fully automated

lines for:-

Flat Pouches (welding step by step).

Horizontal flow pack (continuous Welding)

Aluminum polythene (welding step by step0

Moulded injection tubes.

Industrial Textiles
Within industrial fabrics arena where small width fabric

is required with non-fraying and stable edge. Ultrasonic

slitting is the optimal technique of fabric cutting. Ultrasonic

slitting process prevents unraveling of woven or knitted

materiak by sealing the slit edge.

Other Industries- Ultrasonic Cutting is also useful for cutting

synthetic textile fabrics like Satin, Velcro, etc.





36KHz/SE 40/33 , 20KHz/SE 50/44
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